
0.1 Hard Variants of Games People Play

The results on Checkers, Chess, and Go were for the versions of the game where the rules allow the
game to go on forever. If we add some additional rules that prohibit this then the games may get
harder.

Robson [2] studied both The No-Repeat Rule and The Conditional No-Repeat Rule . He
looked at versions of G1, G2, and G3. We state his results.

Definition 1. A problem is in 2EXPTIME if it is in time O(22
nk

) for some k.

The No-Repeat Rule. This rule makes a player lose if they ever repeat a past game configura-
tion. This condition makes the following games EXPSPACE-complete: G1, G2, G3, Chess and
CHECKERS The intuition here is that we have to track and compare against all past game states.

open 1. Is Go with the no-repeat rule (known as the superko rules) EXPSPACE-complete?

The Conditional No-Repeat Rule. We are not going to define this notion formally; however,
we will give an example of a game with this condition.

We introduce two special variables y and z to the game G1. y will be RED and z will be BLUE.
A player now loses if they repeat a past game configuration and at most one of y or z have changed
since that configuration was played. Adding this rule makes G1 2EXPTIME-complete. Here, the
intuition is that we have to track y and z temporarily, in addition to all past game states.

Reif [1] studied both Private Information Games and Blind Games. He looked at versions
of G1 and G2. We state his results.

Private Information Games. In this variation, you can see some, but not all of an opponent’s
state. An example of this game is Peek with a partial barrier obscuring the state of some of
each players plates to the other player. This condition makes the following games 2EXPTIME-
complete: (a) G1 with 5DNF, (b) G2 with DNF, and (c) Peek.

Blind Games. Here, Player 1’s entire state is hidden from Player 2. This makesG2 This condition
makes the following games EXPSPACE-complete: (a) G2 with DNF and (b) Peek.

open 2. The complexity of no-repeat, conditional no-repeat, private-information, and blind vesions
of contraint logic.
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